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SUMMARY 
The Conference on the Future of Europe (CoFoE) has now concluded its work. Originally conceived 
in May 2019 from an idea France's President Emmanuel Macron put forward in his 'letter to the 
citizens of Europe', the CoFoE was intended to 'propose all the changes our political project needs, 
with an open mind, even to amending the Treaties', particularly on the basis of citizens' proposals. 

Citizens 'should play a leading and active part in setting our priorities and our level of ambition', as 
stated in European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen's political guidelines. 

From September 2021 to February 2022, eight hundred randomly selected citizens coming from all 
Member States met to debate and brainstorm about the future of the European project. 

In addition, citizens and organisations submitted their ideas and contributions to the broader 
discussion on the multilingual digital platform, where they also publicised events, seminars and 
conferences taking place around Europe. 

Over 17 000 ideas and 21 000 comments were submitted on the platform, and more than 6 000 
events organised throughout Europe. The result of this unprecedented, colossal exercise in direct 
democracy involving EU citizens is a set of many (more than 170), sometimes ambitious, citizens' 
recommendations. 

This is the sixth briefing in a series looking at citizens' expectations in the context of the CoFoE. 
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Background 
The European Committee of the Regions (CoR), one of the two EU advisory bodies, was established 
by the 1992 Maastricht Treaty following longstanding demands for representation at EU level by 
European regional and local authorities. The various Treaty reforms have been the occasion for the 
CoR to voice its concerns, and to advance its political objectives. These include a redefinition of the 
principle of subsidiarity to account for the local and regional authorities' contribution; the 
prerogative to initiate actions before the EU Court of Justice (CJEU) for infringement of the 
subsidiarity principle; and an increase in the policy areas for which CoR consultation is mandatory. 
Successive Treaties have thus strengthened the CoR's powers, and consolidated its position in the 
EU institutional landscape.  

Nevertheless, much more still needs to be achieved, both in terms of the role local and regional 
communities should play in an EU facing multiple crises, and regarding citizens' involvement in EU 
democratic processes. As a CoR-commissioned survey (2021) among the over one million EU 
politicians elected at subnational level shows, around two thirds of local politicians (64 %) feel that 
regions, cities and villages do not have enough influence on EU policy-making. Moreover, 86 % of 
the politicians surveyed agree that 'strengthening the involvement of subnational/local 
government levels in EU decision-making' would improve democracy in the EU. Research has 
emphasised that cities and regions are key actors in implementing and developing practices of 
participatory and deliberative democracy; this potential can be enhanced if 'the various initiatives 
are connected and an exchange of knowledge and best practices is promoted at EU level, alongside 
the implementation of similar practices at EU level as such'. The Covid crisis has shown that if all 
levels of government (European, national, regional and local) work together in a coordinated way, 
they are able to deliver more effective policies, in line with the 'active subsidiarity' concept (see 
related section, below). The CoR plays a key role through 'its initiatives and projects aiming to 
enhance the engagement of local and regional authorities with their citizens, as well as to connect 
and promote best practices throughout the EU and feed them into the EU policy-making cycle'. 

During its current 2020-2025 mandate, the CoR endeavours to 'build a cohesive, resilient and 
sustainable Europe that is closer to people'. The CoR considers the CoFoE – inaugurated officially on 
9 May 2021 – the greatest political opportunity in the current mandate to further its twofold 
ambition, namely to achieve a stronger role in the EU for regional and local authorities, and to 
promote the EU and its values at the local level. Against this backdrop, the CoR's involvement in the 
CoFoE has encompassed two strands: CoR institutional participation in the conference proceedings, 
and CoR outreach activities in support of the CoFoE.  

CoR's institutional participation in the CoFoE 
While only four CoR members were to take part in the CoFoE according to the initial rules of 
procedure, the CoR delegation to the conference plenary finally consisted of 18 CoR members. In 
addition, six elected representatives from regional authorities and six from local authorities 
participated in the conference plenary; their designation was coordinated by the CoR, in 
consultation with European associations. Consequently, at least three local and regional 
representatives took part in each of the nine plenary working groups, thus ensuring a better 
representation of regional and local interests and concerns.  

The CoR was also invited as observer (represented by its President) to the executive board, which 
took the decisions on the CoFoE's work, oversaw all activities, and prepared plenary meetings, 
including input from citizens, and their follow-up. While not included in the quorum for decisions 
(the executive board decided by consensus), observers took part in the discussions, and could 
submit written contributions to the executive board. Beyond CoR members' active participation in 
the plenary proceedings and at the executive board, another objective of the CoR delegation at the 
CoFoE plenary sessions consisted of reaching out to the other delegates so as to strengthen the role 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_BRI(2021)689377
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/EURegionalBarometerDocs/Survey%20Report.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Documents/barometer-fullreport%20web.pdf
https://www.coe.int/en/web/good-governance/deliberative-and-participatory-democracy
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Bringing%20Europe%20closer%20to%20people%20-%20The%20political%20priorities%20of%20the%20European%20Committee%20of%20the%20Regions%202020-2025/4325%20Political%20Priorities%20Brochure.pdf
https://webapi2016.cor.europa.eu/v1/documents/cor-2020-04712-13-00-nb-tra-en.docx/content
https://webapi2016.cor.europa.eu/v1/documents/cor-2021-02113-02-00-nb-tra-en.docx/content
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/European%20Committee%20of%20the%20Regions%20Annual%20Impact%20Report%202021%20%E2%80%93%20Executive%20Summary/CoR%20Impact%20Report%202021.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2021/690610/EPRS_ATA(2021)690610_EN.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Documents/4550%20CoR%20delegation%20at%20the%20CoFoE%20v7%20web.pdf
https://futureu.europa.eu/pages/plenary
https://futureu.europa.eu/pages/executive-board
https://www.cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Citizens,%20local%20politicians%20and%20%20the%20future%20of%20Europe/4666-final%20report%20lowres%20FIN.pdf
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of local and regional authorities in the EU's democratic functioning, and promote EU policies' 
territorial dimension. 

Twenty years ago, the CoR was also represented at the European Convention, which was tasked with 
drafting a Constitution for Europe (2002-2003). At the time, six CoR members (from regions and 
cities with legislative powers) were invited to attend the convention as observers. The CoR 
representatives could make written contributions and propose amendments to the draft text of the 
constitution. In sum, the CoR delegation – while deploring the lack of member status for the CoR at 
the convention – expressed support for the convention as part of the procedures for Treaty change. 
It called for the CoR's recognition as an institution; ex-ante involvement in the monitoring of 
application of the subsidiarity and proportionality principles; involvement in all policy areas under 
the responsibility of local and regional authorities; and establishing a legal basis for inter-regional 
and cross-border cooperation. As a consequence, the 2002/2003 convention did issue proposals to 
strengthen local and regional authorities' participation in the European decision-making process, 
recognising the CoR's key role in the subsidiarity principle's monitoring and implementation. 

CoR outreach activities 
The CoR's top priority for the current mandate is to bring Europe closer to its people, notably in the 
context of the future of Europe debate. According to the above-mentioned 2021 survey, a narrow 
majority of surveyed local politicians (54 %) were aware of the CoFoE, compared with 46 % who 
were not. Among those who have heard about the conference, 43 % did not know of any related 
activities in their constituency. In this context, the CoR voiced its ambition to be a clearing-house for 
input from local and regional politicians, and has been supporting events aiming to gather local and 
regional politicians' and citizens' views on shaping the EU's future, in particular on the CoFoE's nine 
themes. To this end, the CoR has also relied on the EU councillors' network to inform the one million 
elected local and regional politicians about the CoFoE's work, and get input for the CoR delegation 
to the conference.  

Moreover, the CoR's communication activities focused on the CoR delegation to the CoFoE, either 
by supporting the 18 members' input to the conference through events and several reports, or by 
ensuring coverage of the CoR delegation's participation in the conference meetings.  

As of March 2022, according to the CoR report 'Citizens, local politicians and the future of Europe', 
CoR outreach activities in conjunction with the CoFoE consisted of: 

 six high-level CoR events, which helped articulate the position of the CoR delegation 
to the CoFoE, including a June 2021 event leading to the declaration on the place of 
regions in the European architecture; the setting up of a high-level group on 
European democracy, which delivered its report in January 2022 (see below); a CoR 
plenary debate at the end of January 2022, which saw the adoption of a resolution on 
the contribution of the local and regional authorities to the CoFoE; and the 9th 
European Summit of Regions and Cities resulting in the Marseille manifesto of local 
and regional leaders (4 March 2022);  

 a project between the CoR and Bertelsmann Stiftung, and local events organised by 
CoR members (sixty events in total);  

 67 local dialogues alongside the European Week of Regions and Cities in October and 
November 2021;  

 nine events under the young elected politicians programme. 

Finally, throughout 2021 and the first months of 2022, the CoR's six commissions prioritised work 
relating to the future of Europe, holding 22 debates on the topic, adopting around 15 opinions, and 
receiving four academic studies. 

https://www.cvce.eu/content/publication/2002/9/26/a76801d5-4bf0-4483-9000-e6df94b07a55/publishable_en.pdf
http://european-convention.europa.eu/EN/bienvenue/bienvenue2352.html?lang=EN
http://european-convention.europa.eu/EN/Static/Static88f5.html?lang=EN&Content=Observateurs
http://european-convention.europa.eu/pdf/reg/en/03/cv00/cv00827.en03.pdf
http://european-convention.europa.eu/pdf/reg/en/03/cv00/cv00803.en03.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/COR_03_71
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/studies/Documents/The%20CoR%20and%20the%20implementation%20and%20monitoring%20of%20the%20principles%20of%20subsidiarity%20and%20proportionality/Role-CoR-monitoring-subsidiarity-EN.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/milestones-in-the-history-of-CoR/milestones-in-the-history_English.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/future-of-europe.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/EURegionalBarometerDocs/Survey%20Report.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/future-europe-role-of-regions-cities.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/future-europe-role-of-regions-cities.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/Network-of-Regional-and-Local-EU-Councillors.aspx
https://futureu.europa.eu/profiles/EU_COMMITTEE_REGIONS/activity
https://www.cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Citizens,%20local%20politicians%20and%20%20the%20future%20of%20Europe/4666-final%20report%20lowres%20FIN.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/pages/declaration-place-of-regions-in-the-eu-architecture.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Report%20of%20the%20High%20Level%20Group%20on%20European%20Democracy/HLG%20Final%20report.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/news/Documents/COR-2021-06503-00-00-RES-TRA-EN.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/The%20Marseille%20Manifesto%20of%20local%20and%20regional%20leaders%20-%20Europe%20starts%20in%20its%20regions,%20cities%20and%20villages/4560%20CoR%20Summit%202022%20Manifesto%20EN.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/CoR-Bertelsmann-Stiftung-project.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/Pages/Yeps.aspx
https://www.cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Citizens,%20local%20politicians%20and%20%20the%20future%20of%20Europe/4666-final%20report%20lowres%20FIN.pdf
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The European Committee of the Regions and the EU's future 
In July 2021, the European Parliament adopted a resolution that advocated strongly for more 
citizens' involvement in EU decision-making. In particular, Parliament called on the Commission and 
Member States to develop accessible, innovative and inclusive tools for citizens' participation and 
dialogues, making better use of digital technologies to allow citizens to take an active part in EU 
decision-making. Parliament also stressed the need to expand citizens' dialogues, and establish a 
permanent mechanism for citizens' participation, with a formally binding follow-up process. Several 
of the resolution's proposals are in line with the CoR's position and proposals on citizens' 
participation, starting from the October 2018 opinion on 'Reflecting on Europe: the voice of local 
and regional authorities to rebuild trust in the European Union' and the December 2018 proposal 
for a permanent mechanism of dialogue with citizens. 

Moreover, in October 2020, following the Commission's contribution to the informal EU-27 leaders' 
meeting in Sibiu, Romania, the CoR adopted an opinion that highlighted the need to promote 
citizens' participation in the EU project, beyond the European elections. The opinion proposed, 
among other things, some ideas that would complement representative democracy: the 
establishment of a pan-EU network based on voluntary participation – Citizen ENgagement in the 
EU network, CitizEn – to ensure that best practices of national, regional and local participatory 
initiatives are shared; the setting up of a mechanism for permanent dialogue with citizens that 
should be 'led by local and regional authorities, as the level of government closest to citizens'. The 
idea was that instruments of deliberative and direct democracy would enrich the debate and bring 
Europe closer to citizens by taking advantage of modern technologies, in particular online 
platforms.  

Citizens' participation has not only been a main innovation during the CoFoE process, through the 
European citizens' panels, but also been the subject of debates by EU institutions and bodies and 
among academics, international organisations and think-tanks.1 Several proposals of the CoFoE final 
report, in particular proposal no 36, ask the EU institutions, Member States, regions and cities, and 
civil society organisations to make participatory democracy more accessible and effective, to 
develop quality standards, and to: 

 hold citizens' assemblies periodically on the basis of legally binding EU law; 
 summarise elements of citizens' participation in an EU charter for the involvement of 

citizens in EU affairs; 
 increase the frequency of online and offline interactions between EU institutions and 

citizens, and establish a charter for EU officials on citizens' participation; 
 establish a system of local EU councillors, as a way to reduce the distance between the 

EU institutions and European citizens; 
 include both organised civil society and regional and local authorities and existing 

structures, such as the European Economic and Social Committee and the CoR, in the 
citizens' participation process. 

A 2020 CoR resolution on the CoFoE recalled the importance of involving 'the more than one million 
elected local and regional representatives across the Union' when discussing and designing the 
future of the EU project and the need to promote decentralised activities closer to citizens. 
According to the CoR, the instruments of participatory democracy at local and regional level are 
complementary to representative democracy tools.  

The resolution also suggested that citizens' direct engagement should not end with the CoFoE. 
Rather, the experience gained in that context could be used to design 'a permanent structured 
mechanism for dialogue at grassroots level'. The need for a permanent structured dialogue with 
citizens was further stressed in a subsequent resolution of May 2021, which highlighted again the 
role of cities and regions in debating the future of the EU project, and announced that several CoR 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0345_EN.html
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Pages/OpinionTimeline.aspx?opId=CDR-1230-2018
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Documents/SOTREG/3878-factsheet%20B%20BaT.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52019DC0218
https://cor.europa.eu/EN/our-work/Pages/OpinionTimeline.aspx?opId=CDR-4989-2019
https://cor.europa.eu/nl/news/Pages/European-Citizens-Initiative-Week.aspx
https://web.cor.europa.eu/ea/News/Pages/Committee-of-the-Regions-adopts-Cllr-McDonnell%27s-proposal-for-a-permanent-dialogue-with-citizens.aspx
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20220509RES29121/20220509RES29121.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20220509RES29121/20220509RES29121.pdf
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.formermembers.eu%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2020%2F11%2Fcor-2020-00192-00-00-res-tra-en.docx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://cor.europa.eu/en/news/Documents/COR-2021-01674-00-02-PRES-TRA-EN.docx
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activities and events would be dedicated to the CoFoE, including the European Week of Regions 
and Cities. 

Most recently, in January 2022, the CoR stressed that one possible way to address the democratic 
deficit would be the promotion of a 'House of European Democracy' built on a three dimensional 
legitimacy: European, national, regional and local, with a particular role attributed to regional 
parliaments with legislative powers. In the words of then CoR President, Apostolos Tzitzikostas, the 
EU would be the roof, the Member States the walls, and regions, cities and villages the foundations 
of the house. The resolution put forward several actions to build a more structured interaction with 
citizens towards 'Europeanisation of the public space', pointing once again to the need for a 
permanent participatory mechanism that would enhance the link between Brussels and the 
regional and local entities. The resolution invited local and regional authorities to encourage 
permanent local forums to debate about the EU in order to bring the EU closer to the citizens, and 
called for new forms of civic participation to be institutionalised at EU level. Moreover, the resolution 
suggested some reforms linked to the EU decision-making process, including a change to Protocol 2 
of the Lisbon Treaty on the application of the subsidiarity and proportionality principles; the 
upgrade of the CoR from an advisory body to an EU co-deciding body on areas with territorial 
impact; the consultation of the CoR on the EU's annual and multi-annual planning, agenda and 
priority-setting, considering that around 70 % of the EU legislation is implemented at regional and 
local level. According to the resolution, the CoFoE should not be the end of a consultative process, 
but the starting point for building lasting reforms also based on the citizens' input.  

The resolution was shared with the local and regional authorities participating in the ninth European 
Summit of Regions and Cities in Marseille on 3-4 March 2022, and taken up in the Marseille manifesto 
of local and regional leaders mentioned previously. 

High-level group on European democracy 

The high-level group on European democracy was set up by the CoR in the context of the CoFoE, with the 
aim to debate and develop new ideas that would enhance both the role of local and regional entities and 
the CoR itself in the EU project. The group was chaired by Herman Van Rompuy, former President of the 
European Council, and composed of six members: Joaquín Almunia and Androulla Vassiliou, both former 
EU Commissioners; Rebecca Harms and Maria João Rodrigues, former Members of the European Parliament 
(MEPs): the President of the European Youth Forum, Silja Markkula, and Professor Tomasz Grzegorz Grosse, 
University of Warsaw.  

At the conclusion of its work, the group delivered a report to the CoR at the end of January 2022. The report 
acknowledges that in recent years, the EU has faced multiple crises – economic, migratory and sanitary –
that have resulted in a stronger demand from citizens of 'better results from policies in all areas that are of 
immediate concern for their lives today and tomorrow'. The report points to the role civil society can play 
together with public institutions at different levels to promote and preserve democracy. It also recognises 
that more needs doing to build a truly European identity, and that many actions can be achieved within the 
existing Treaties, building on the Treaties' 'untapped potential'. To achieve the full potential, and in full 
respect of the subsidiarity principle, it is necessary to involve all levels of government, including the sub-
national levels. The report suggests that consultation of regional and local entities be improved in both the 
legislative and implementing process. The report also mentions that 'local and regional politicians 
constitute a group of over one million elected people who can bridge the distance in an organic way and 
improve proximity, both between the people and "Brussels", as well as among the peoples of Europe'. In 
that sense, the report encourages the EU to move towards a multilevel governance in which different levels 
of governance cooperate with each other. The CoR has a role of coordinator and facilitator also by way of 
interinstitutional agreements with the European Parliament, Council and European Commission. 

Source: High-level group conference on European democracy, CoR. 

https://europa.eu/regions-and-cities/
https://europa.eu/regions-and-cities/
https://cor.europa.eu/en/news/Documents/COR-2021-06503-00-00-RES-TRA-EN.pdf
https://euobserver.com/opinion/151770
https://euobserver.com/search?query=%22Apostolos+Tzitzikostas%22
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A12008E%2FPRO%2F02
https://cor.europa.eu/en/summits/2022
https://cor.europa.eu/en/summits/2022
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Report%20of%20the%20High%20Level%20Group%20on%20European%20Democracy/HLG%20Final%20report.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_STU(2020)651934
https://cor.europa.eu/en/events/Pages/hlg-conference-on-european-democracy.aspx#:%7E:text=In%20this%20context%2C%20the%20European,House%20of%20Democracy%22%20at%20all
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Citizens' concerns, ideas and proposals 
Contributions on the multilingual digital platform  
The contributions to the CoFoE's multilingual digital platform flag up various ideas on how to 
involve regional and local entities in the future development of the European project. To mention 
but a few, one contribution recalls that while EU laws are adopted in Brussels by the co-legislators, 
i.e. the European Parliament – representing the citizens' interests – and the Council of the EU – 
representing the Member States' interests – it is often for the regional and local entities to 
implement EU legislation and EU programmes 'on the spot'. It is therefore important to strengthen 
democratic participation and representation of regional and local actors in the EU public 
debate.  

Along the same lines, another contribution suggests shaping EU policies based on the 'Euroregions' 
concept, which defines policies applicable to macro-regions that present similar characteristics. 
Another contribution proposes further extending EU competences in some policy areas, such as 
defence, internal security and foreign policy, while suggesting to further involve 'regional identities 
and their cultural diversity' to promote acceptance of EU policies among citizens. The contribution 
also proposes granting the CoR legislative powers similar to those of the German Bundesrat. The 
purpose would be to build a 'federal Europe that is shaped more by its regions than by its states'. 
Another contribution suggests that regional representatives from non-EU Member States should be 
allowed to join the CoR, and to expand the concept of 'inter-regional groups'.  

The idea of finding a structural way to channel diverse regional identities and interests into the 
EU system of political representation is also included in the proposal to 'establish macroregional 
subsections of the European Parliament'. In that sense, the Parliament should be accompanied by 
sub-sections of elected Members from EU regions. Several suggestions also support the 
establishment of transnational lists for the European Parliament elections; one contribution in 
particular proposes setting up lists of candidates around European regions as opposed to Member 
States (i.e. regional lists for European elections). According to the contribution, Member States 
design their positions purely according to national interests, which prevents the forming of 
European identity. In the contributor's words: 'A national party has a national project. A European 
party has a European project.' The contribution states that this proposal must be accompanied by a 
European constitution and the creation of a 'President for Europe' to achieve its full potential. 

According to citizens, another possibility could be to transform the CoR into a 'Senate of the 
Regions', which would become some sort of upper house of the European Parliament, with the latter 
becoming the lower house. This senate would legislate within the limits of the powers agreed under 
the EU Treaties. It would be composed of a maximum of 20 regional delegates for each Member 
State, and take its decisions by simple majority, with the vote of each member weighted according 
to the size of the population of the region they represent. The CoR's participation in the hearing of 
the Commissioner-designate for Regional Policy and the establishment of a Commissioner for Local 
Authorities are other ideas put forward to strengthen the partnership between EU institutions and 
regional/local entities. Other citizens suggest more 'visible' solutions for bringing Europe closer to 
citizens, for instance setting up a European Union House and a European Cultural House in each 
large city. The former could gather information centres, local offices of MEPs, and 'European 
consulates', and the latter would bring together actors promoting European languages and cultures. 

Other ideas show that the citizens have not only thought about the benefits of bringing Europe 
closer to citizens, but have also delved into the details of the 'constitutional engineering' needed 
to do so. For instance, one contribution suggests structuring the EU around five administrative 
entities: localities/districts, municipalities/cities, districts, regions and Europe. In that way, regions 
would be established around European cultures, going beyond national borders. Each of the five 
levels would have its own parliament. The idea includes the possibility to set up cross-thematic 
commissions composed of representatives of all local entities concerned.  

https://futureu.europa.eu/search?filter%5Bdecidim_scope_id%5D=&filter%5Bresource_type%5D=Decidim%3A%3AProposals%3A%3AProposal&filter%5Bterm%5D=
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/35
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/188299?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=5
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/152?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/259678?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=6
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/869?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/869?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2022/729403/EPRS_BRI(2022)729403_EN.pdf
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/4127?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=2
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/84316?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=5
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/84316?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=5
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_STU(2022)729278
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/198335?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=7
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/24751?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=2
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/3731?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random
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According to some, the subsidiarity principle may need to be revised to strengthen the regions' 
position in the EU. This idea calls on the Commission and the Member States to include regions and 
local governments in the subsidiarity concept, in order to implement fully the Treaty provision 
according to which decisions are taken as closely to the citizens as possible. Other contributions 
suggest promoting active subsidiarity, or developing a European participation strategy with local, 
regional, national and EU authorities, to engage all levels of government.  

'Active subsidiarity' concept 
The principle of subsidiarity 2 is governed by Article 5 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU): with 
the exception of areas of exclusive competence, the EU should only act if the objectives of the 
proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States – through measures taken 
at national, regional or local levels. Therefore, in areas in which the EU does not have exclusive 
competence, the subsidiarity principle seeks to safeguard Member States' ability to act, and 
authorises intervention by the EU only when, 'by reason of the scale and effects of the proposed 
action', the respective objectives can be better achieved at EU level.  

In November 2017, a task force on subsidiarity, proportionality and 'doing less more efficiently' 
(which included three CoR members) was established to make recommendations on how to better 
apply the subsidiarity (and proportionality) principle, and to find ways to better involve regional and 
local authorities in EU policy-making and delivery. The task force issued its final report in July 2018. 
It emphasised, inter alia, the need for a new way of working based on active subsidiarity, which 
requires 'a common understanding of subsidiarity and proportionality and a greater participation of 
all stakeholders and particularly national, local and regional authorities who often have a specific 
role in implementing Union legislation on the ground'. This approach should promote greater 
ownership and understanding of what the EU does. 

The report suggests, for example, that the Commission, the CoR and the Member States take 
measures to raise awareness and involve local and regional authorities in policy-making at an early 
stage. Commission impact assessments should focus more on the territorial impact of proposed 
legislation, while the CoR should help local and regional authorities to provide feedback to the 
Commission's impact assessments systematically. Furthermore, the co-legislators (Parliament and 
Council) should better take into account the views of local and regional representatives in the 
legislative process (when amending the Commission's proposals).  

The Commission followed up in October 2018 with a communication on the subsidiarity and 
proportionality principles, which endorsed the task force's conclusions. It put forward several 
measures in response to the task force report, including the endorsement of the subsidiarity 
assessment model grid (a set of questions), presented by the task force to be used by the 
Commission, Parliament and Council and national parliaments to assess a proposal's or initiative's 
conformity with the subsidiarity and proportionality principles. 

For its part, the CoR has been monitoring respect of the subsidiarity principle since its establishment, 
and saw its role enhanced by the Lisbon Treaty, which gave the CoR the prerogative to bring an 
action for annulment before the CJEU on the grounds that a proposed EU law breaches the 
subsidiarity principle (Article 263 TFEU). In 2007, the CoR set up the subsidiarity monitoring network, 
which aims to facilitate exchange of information between local and regional authorities in the EU 
on proposals that could affect their interests. The network has assessed legislative files and other 
political initiatives early on for any impact on subsidiarity, and established REGPEX, a website where 
regional parliaments can post subsidiarity opinions. Since 2008, the CoR has organised nine 
subsidiarity conferences and, since 2010, issued annual subsidiarity reports assessing the impact of 
its monitoring exercise. In 2009, the CoR also introduced territorial impact assessments, to 
contribute to the Commission's impact assessments, and ensure follow-up in the legislative process. 
Since 2012, the subsidiarity steering group (SSG) at the CoR, supported by a subsidiarity expert 
group, ensures the coordination of and political follow-up to subsidiarity monitoring activities.  

https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/196616?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=5
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/198336?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=8
https://futureu.europa.eu/processes/Democracy/f/6/proposals/261199?filter%5Bcategory_id%5D%5B%5D=&filter%5Brelated_to%5D=&filter%5Bsearch_text%5D=region&filter%5Bstate_withdraw%5D=&order=random&page=8
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/factsheets/en/sheet/7/the-principle-of-subsidiarity
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A12016M005
https://ec.europa.eu/info/better-regulation/task-force-subsidiarity-proportionality-and-doing-less-more-efficiently_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/report-task-force-subsidiarity-proportionality-and-doing-less-more-efficiently_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/communication-principles-subsidiarity-and-proportionality-strengthening-their-role-eu-policymaking_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/communication-principles-subsidiarity-and-proportionality-strengthening-their-role-eu-policymaking_en
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/news/Pages/subsidiarity-assessment-grid.aspx
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/news/Pages/subsidiarity-assessment-grid.aspx
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/732058/IPOL_STU%282022%29732058_EN.pdf#page=30
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document/EPRS_BRI(2021)689377
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Documents/Our-work/lisbon-treaty.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12016E263
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/thesmn/Pages/default.aspx
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/regpex/Pages/partners.aspx
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/Publications/Pages/Publicationsandstudies-.aspx
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In 2019, as a follow-up to the work of the task force on subsidiarity and proportionality, the CoR 
organised its biennial subsidiarity conference on active subsidiarity. It also launched a network of 
regional hubs for EU policy Implementation review (RegHub), which mainly aims to monitor 
implementation of EU legislation on the ground, and strengthen involvement of regional and local 
authorities in the design of EU legislation. Following a pilot phase, the CoR launched, in March 2021 
RegHub 2.0, which will continue to participate in the Commission's 'fit for future' platform and assess 
implementation of EU legislation and policies. To realise its vision of active subsidiarity, the CoR has 
endeavoured to be involved at both the pre-legislative initiative stage – with the publication of 
impact assessments, white papers, and roadmaps – and the implementation/evaluation stage.  

The CoR's 2021 EU local and regional barometer stresses the importance of the application of active 
subsidiarity, together with a proper application of multilevel governance, and better application of 
and respect for the? legally recognised division of powers, to ensure 'that competences are allocated 
to the level whose action will produce added-value for citizens and that coordinated, effective and 
efficient decision-making processes are in place'. 

The report of the high-level group on European democracy concludes that the subsidiarity principle 
should be reinforced by better incorporating sub-state and -national authorities in the legislative 
and policy implementation cycle as a whole. It emphasises the active subsidiarity concept as a 
means of achieving greater involvement of the CoR and the local and regional authorities in EU 
decision-making.  

Rewriting the Treaty's subsidiarity provisions so that the local level becomes the primary level of 
policy responsibility (unless clear reasons and evidence for EU-level action are considered 
convincing) seems an unlikely option. However, a more realistic avenue would be to strengthen the 
CoR's position at the pre-legislative stage, by means of an interinstitutional agreement that would 
enshrine the principle of systematic local/regional impact assessments for all policy areas. 

Against this backdrop, the CoR took the opportunity of the CoFoE to issue proposals that promote 
a culture of subsidiarity – including active subsidiarity as a new way of working – in EU decision-
making. The CoR President's written contribution to the CoFoE's working group on European 
democracy (March 2022) articulates the CoR's call for:  

 institutional recognition in the ex-ante phase of the EU legislative process, in 
particular through direct implication of the CoR in the early warning system instituted 
by the Lisbon Treaty (which allows for the consultation of regional parliaments by 
national parliaments on draft EU legislation); 

 generalised use of the subsidiarity assessment grid developed by the CoR, to assess 
whether a draft legislation meets the subsidiarity principle, and has European added 
value; 

 application of subsidiarity also in EU governance processes such as the European 
Semester. 

The CoFoE proposals of 9 May 2022 contain a section on subsidiarity, which, inter alia, suggests that:  

 the mechanism for subsidiarity check involving national parliaments should be 
reviewed, to allow them to suggest a legislative initiative to the EU level; the 
mechanism should be enlarged to EU regional parliaments with legislative powers; 

 the CoR's role in the institutional architecture should be enhanced, where matters 
with a territorial impact are concerned; 

 a subsidiarity definition commonly agreed by all EU institutions should be used 
systematically to assess the most appropriate level for decision-making. 

The CoR will host the 10th Subsidiarity Conference, on 9 September 2022 in Valencia, focusing on 
the follow-up to the Conference on the Future of Europe and the ambition to draw up a new 
roadmap for active, inclusive and visible subsidiarity. 

https://cor.europa.eu/en/news/Pages/reghub-official-launch.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Pages/network-of-regional-hubs.aspx
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/European%20Committee%20of%20the%20Regions%20Annual%20Impact%20Report%202021%20%E2%80%93%20Executive%20Summary/CoR%20Impact%20Report%202021.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/evaluating-and-improving-existing-laws/refit-making-eu-law-simpler-less-costly-and-future-proof/fit-future-platform-f4f_en
https://www.lse.ac.uk/business/consulting/assets/documents/The-Conference-on-the-Future-of-Europe.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Documents/barometer-fullreport%20web.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/brochures/Documents/Report%20of%20the%20High%20Level%20Group%20on%20European%20Democracy/HLG%20Final%20report.pdf
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/news/Documents/news-2022/Written_Contribution_by_the_CoR_President_to_the_Conference_on_the_Future_of_Europe_Working_Group_on_European_Democracy.pdf
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/regpex/Pages/Early-Warning-System.aspx
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20220509RES29121/20220509RES29121.pdf
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/subsidiarity/news/Pages/cor-investment-subsidiarity.aspx
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ENDNOTES
 

1 See for example, Strengthening citizens' participation: How the European Parliament is responding to citizens' 
expectations, EPRS, European Parliament, April 2022; 'Citizens, local politicians and the future of Europe’, CoR, 
February 2022; A. Alemanno and K. Nicolaidis, 'Citizen Power Europe', Revue Européenne du Droit (RED), Issue 3, 
December 2021; Conference on the Future of Europe: what worked, what now, what next?, high-level advisory group 
report, Conference Observatory, February 2022; 'Innovative citizen participation and new democratic institutions. 
Catching the deliberative wave’, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), June 2020. 

2  See also Subsidiarity: Mechanisms for monitoring compliance, EPRS, European Parliament, 2018. 
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